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QUESTION 1

A shopping API contains a method to look up store details by department 

To get information for a particular store, web clients will submit requests with a query parameter named department and
a URI parameter named storeld. 

What is a valid RAML snippet that supports requests from web clients to get data for a specific storeld and department
name? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is output of Dataweave flatten function? 

A. Object 

B. Map 
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C. Array 

D. LInkedHashMap 

Correct Answer: C 

Correct answer is Array. 

Flatten turns a set of subarrays (such as [ [1,2,3], [4,5,[6]], [], [null] ]) into a single, flattened array (such as [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
[6], null ]). This example defines three arrays of numbers, creates another array containing those three arrays, and then 

uses the flatten function to convert the array of arrays into a single array with all values. 

Source 

%dw 2.0 

output application/json 

var array1 = [1,2,3] 

var array2 = [4,5,6] 

var array3 = [7,8,9] 

var arrayOfArrays = [array1, array2, array3] 

flatten(arrayOfArrays) Output [ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 ] 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibits. A company has defined this Book data type and Book example to be used in APIs. What is valid
RAML for an API that uses this Book data type and Book example? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What MuleSoft API-led connectivity layer is intended to expose part of a backend database without business logic? 

A. Data layer 

B. Process layer 

C. Experience layer 

D. System layer 

Correct Answer: D 

Correct answer is System layer 

System APIs provide a means for insulating the data consumers from the complexity or changes to the underlying
backend systems. 

MuleSoft recommends three-layered approach to API-led connectivity, highlighting the three layers: 

1.

 System APIs 

2.

 Process APIs 

3.

 Experience APIs System APIs are the core systems of record underlying core systems of record (e.g. ERPs, key
customer and billing systems, databases, etc.). Process APIs allow you to define a common process which the
organization can share, and these APIs perform specific functions, provide access to non-central data, and may be built
by either Central IT or Line of Business IT. And finally, the Experience APIs are the means by which data can be
reconfigured so that it is most easily consumed by its intended audience, all from a common data source. The three-
layered structure allows for a seamless flow of data from systems of record to new experiences, and allows for
reusability of assets rather than point to point connections. This approach provides a distributed and tailored approach
to architecture, greater flexibility through loose coupling, and deeper operational visibility into what is being built. 
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QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

The default scope in choice router recursively calls the color flow. 
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A web client sends a PUT request to the HTTP listener with payload Blue. What response is returned to the web client? 

A. "Blk" 

B. "Green" 

C. A timeout error 

D. ["Blue", "Red", "Blk"] 

Correct Answer: C 

Sequence can be described as follows. 

1.

 When web client sends the request , it sends payload as Blue (mentioned in question) 

2.

 In first iteration this will go to default choice , which sets payload to Red 

3.

 Via default route , flow will call itself with payload as Red 

4.

 In second iteration , as payload is Red , it will go to first route in choice router which will set payload to Blk and second
iteration will end returning back payload as Blk to first iteration. 

5.

 This Blk will be again set to payload and first iteration will end returning back response as Blk 
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